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Book Reviews
THE FINANCING OF BUSINESS ENTERPRISES, by Avard L. Bishop.
Harper & Bros., New York. 616 pages.
Any work covering the entire field of corporate finance must, from its neces
sarily encyclopaedic nature, inevitably be compounded of two elements, distinct
yet intermingled. One of these, which makes up by far the larger part of any
such book, is known and undisputed fact and received opinion. The other
is the author’s expression of his own point of view on controversial subjects
and the results of his own research work, in which lie the value and interest
to the mature reader.
The compilation and arrangement of known fact and generally received
opinion is, like the cat, harmless and necessary, and requires little of a writer
beyond wide reading, industry and a moderately clear style, all of which the
author of The Financing of Business Enterprises possesses.
The general plan of the book is logical, starting with the organization of
business enterprises and carrying them through the various phases of pro
motion, capitalization (both by stock issues and the different types of bor
rowings), the determination and administration of net income and the pro
cedures in failure and reorganization. So long as facts are dealt with, such as
a description of legal proceedings in organization or a history and description
of various sorts of corporate securities, the author does his work well, in spite
of a certain diffuseness and redundancy of style and a slightly annoying tend
ency to qualify statements of generally accepted fact.
Chapters which illustrate particularly well the excellent way in which facts
are selected and marshalled are those, for instance, on “Choosing the state
in which to incorporate,” “Securing the charter and getting started,” “Cor
porate borrowing” and the chapters describing in detail the history and
varieties of corporate obligations and their marketing (chapters XV to XXIII).
There are some errors of fact in these chapters as, for example, a misstatement
of the terms and nature of the New York state franchise tax on corporations
(chapter IX), but as the book is hardly intended as a detailed guide in such
matters these errors are not serious.
As soon, however, as any attempt is made by the author to deduce general
principles from facts, to base any theory on them, to discuss methods and
practices of corporations from the viewpoint of motives or results rather than
legal requirements or, in general, to discuss matters involving accounting
theory, the results become more and more unsatisfactory.
The first three chapters on organization, sole proprietorships and partnerships
are an olio of loose and inconclusive thinking on subjects which should be, in
the hands of a professor in a great university, of outstanding value, not only to
students of business, but of philosophy and psychology as well. It is, perhaps,
too much to expect a truly philosophical theory of organization to be presented,
but one is hardly prepared to be told that “the gain from organization is diffi
cult to over-emphasize” when that is the one thing in discussing modern
organization that is always done and is easiest to do. The losses and weak
nesses due to organization are the difficult things, not only to emphasize, but
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even to discover, as they are concealed and latent, while the advantages are
clear and on the surface.
It is hardly worthwhile to multiply similar instances, but the following will
go to show that the general statements covering the first three chapters are
not unfair.
In stating the advantages of organization (p. 4) the author says, “a squad of
well organized police will soon quell a mob,” seemingly forgetful of the fact
that it is the authority vested in the police, rather than their organization,
which dominates the mob, and also that a mob with a real leader and no organ
ization is not so easily quelled.
Speaking of wasting assets (p. 13) he says, “when the ore is all taken from
the ground, the mine is exhausted and can not be replenished by mankind, for
nature has been the provider of the minerals.” That is not the reason the mine
can not be replenished. Nature provides corn and wheat. The real distinc
tion is that man has not yet found a method to induce nature to replenish ore.
It is not impossible that it may be found, and, if it is, the whole nature of the
mining industries will be changed. The author appears to think that a wasting
asset is one that is not, rather than one that can not be, replenished—which is a
novel conception to say the least.
In illustrating the fact that sole proprietorships are short-lived (p. 20) it is
stated that under the right of eminent domain a sole proprietor’s business may
be taken away from him. This reasoning is faulty on two counts: first, it is
the place, not the business, that is taken and, second, the same proceedings
may be taken against a partnership or corporation.
These defects, disconcerting as they are, are not so serious as others which
may be generally described as an incorrect statement of the motives governing
certain corporate procedures and their effects, and misapprehension of the
fundamentals of accounting theory and technique with consequent incorrect
use and application of accounting results.
The theoretical value of a stock right is stated (p. 363) to be exactly nil.
Had the author said “mathematical” value we might agree with him, for he
evidently makes the mistake of dealing with figures to the exclusion of facts.
When cash from rights goes into a business and is added to an aggregate of
miscellaneous assets the stockholders’ interest and equity may differ widely
from what they were before. Of course, in discussing working capital (p. 423)
the author is forced to take the opposite view.
On page 490 is again set forth the sophistical and mathematical fact that
after a stock dividend the stockholder has the same fraction of the total stock
that he had before. This, of course, is quite beside the mark, as it is equally
true after a cash dividend. The author ignores the fact that the real change
effected by the stock dividend is to remove earnings from the probability or
possibility of cash distributions to the position of a permanent investment.
Before the stock dividend the stockholder has an income interest in divisible
earnings; after the stock dividend he has an investment.
On page 436 it is stated that “Under most circumstances and with most
corporations, the selling of additional capital stock for the purpose of converting
the proceeds into working capital is, to say the least, a questionable procedure.”
It is frequently difficult, if not impossible, to tell whether new money is put
into working or fixed capital, as usually one is increased to correspond with
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the other. The original issue of stock must have been made in part for working
capital and if it was not “doubtful ” for the original issue to be made in part to
provide working capital it is hard to see why a further issue should be so con
sidered. If a new company is acquired for stock of a parent company, stock
must be issued for the acquired company’s working capital, a procedure not
usually considered open to criticism.
Other instances, in addition to the foregoing, of the author’s unfortunate
tendency to academic and impracticable conclusions could be given, but these
are sufficient to show the general tendency.
The best way, perhaps, to illustrate the misapprehension of the objects and
purposes of accounting exhibited throughout the book is to quote what is said
on “Motives promoting creation of contingent reserves” (p. 471). The
author’s words are: “It may be observed that the utilization of net earn
ings for the creation of reserves such as we have indicated is prompted, per
haps, more by the factor of caution than anything else; by the desire on the
part of the management of the enterprise in question to avoid being caught
napping in the face of future expenditures more or less unusual and unforeseen.
Moreover, there are at least some business administrators who are fully alive to
the fact that the statements furnished them by their accounting departments
are not necessarily absolutely correct in every particular, even though the
accounting department may be entirely above criticism. Such administrators
believe that the statements of accountants, though showing in general the
condition of their business affairs at any particular time, are not necessarily
wholly correct or trustworthy. We do not mean by this to cast any reflection
whatsoever upon accountants or upon their work, but merely to say that it does
not seem that the financial statements of accountants have the exact accuracy
of a scientific formula. The feeling is held by many, and with reason, that a
great deal of data in accountants’ reports, which they are compelled to rep
resent by exact figures, are really a translation at times of the estimates of
engineers and others, and are not in all cases figures based upon exact and
scientific data. This is no fault of the accountants; it is merely a situation
that they themselves have to cope with. It is probably true that, if business
administrators knew beyond the shadow of a doubt that all the statements
furnished by their accounting departments had a scientific exactitude, they
would feel it far less necessary to create special reserves to take care of con
tingencies.”
It would be superfluous to refute or correct such a series of half-truths, un
warranted assumptions and inconclusive arguments. It should be enough
merely to state them.
Another conspicuous example of misunderstanding of accounts and their
purposes occurs in chapter XXVIII. The author says “Working capital, on
the other hand, in the typical instance, is not permanently invested in the
enterprise. Some have aptly called it revolving or circulating capital.” For
this statement to have any clear meaning it must be assumed that the word
“invested” is used in its ordinary sense and as used in other places by the
author himself, meaning money advanced to a corporation in exchange for
some sort of security, repayment of the principal sum not being expected until
the dissolution of the company or at some fixed date in the not very near fu
ture. The author himself describes how capital stock, the most permanent
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form of security investment so far as repayment is concerned, may be sold
to provide working capital (p. 436). However, he does not himself appear to
take his statement seriously, and so is not really in disagreement with the
long line of thinkers from Adam Smith (from whom the term “circulating
capital” is apparently derived) to those of the present day, who have uniformly
held that a change in form of circulating or revolving capital does not affect
its investment characteristics. It is hardly necessary to prove this again in
detail as most of the rest of chapter XXVIII is devoted by the author to attack
ing his own statement. Writing of this sort is what we should expect our pro
fessors to condemn rather than to indulge in.
Throughout the whole discussion of accounting procedure as affecting income
and financial position reserves are looked at from the credit side only. Surely
the important thing about a reserve is the assets from which amounts set aside
may be paid, not the credit entry segregating surplus.
Lack of familiarity with practical problems is indicated by statements such
as “Repairs need not be defined” (p. 467). Anyone who has attempted an
analysis and revision of the repair account of a large manufacturing corporation
will hardly agree that the thing is so simple.
While there is much of value in this book for the student there are some
things that are positively hurtful. For the mature reader, the banker, econ
omist or accountant there is little. The book is, in the main, academic and
derivative rather than scientific and practical. It is to be hoped that our
professors will not give up writing on this subject and that eventually a com
pletely satisfactory book on corporation finance will appear.
Maurice E. Peloubet.
INTRODUCTION TO BUSINESS MANAGEMENT, by Herbert G.
Stockwell. Harper & Bros., New York. 276 pages.
In these days when every boy is convinced that his ultimate earthly destiny
is the presidency of a corporation, a bank or, perhaps, only the United States,
it is of the utmost importance that youth should be instructed in the duties
which may befall it in those later—but not much later—years, when the bur
dens of executive management will rest upon its shoulders. Youth can not
complain that there has not been written for it a vast number of words which
have covered innumerable pages and added considerably to the income of the
post-office department by virtue of the circular advertisements which have
been disseminated almost broadcast. At first it does not seem that one could
find much new to say about the management of business. But in spite of all
that has been said and written, it does appear that there has been something
left unsaid. A book which has just come from the press of Harper & Brothers,
written by Herbert G. Stockwell, who is an accountant of high repute, has
taken up the subject of business management and discussed it in a subjective
sense. One who reads the book learns how presidents are selected and how
they perform their presidential duties, but above all how they and the factory
manager, the sales manager, the purchasing agent, the advertising manager
and all the other managers great and small think, act and feel. It will be a
great help to those who read to know something of the experiences through
which they will pass when they reach the top of the ladder.
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There is a hopeful looking section of the book devoted to the subject of busi
ness ethics, but, frankly, it is disappointing. Business ethics is much more
than the author says of it. “ Now stripped of all ethical terms, ethics applied
to business means plain honesty in buying and selling merchandise, operating a
factory, borrowing working capital, entering into and fulfilling contracts,
paying debts, and all other ordinary business transactions.” Indeed, it is much
more, or it should be. One may pay his debts, for example, in a highly un
ethical manner. A man who places an order and receives the goods for which
he contracted and then delays payment until the threshold of the debtors’
court is often, except in the case of inability, guilty of dishonesty. He is in
effect compelling his creditor to lend him money—and to lend it without
interest. Or one might draw attention to the fact that ethics involves the
manner of dealing with one’s competitors or the treatment of employees or any
of the thousand other ways in which one’s conduct reflects upon one’s envi
ronment.
The author’s comments upon the necessity for good appearance, manners
and habits are incontrovertible, but the chapter which is headed “Luck and
opportunity” lays a little too much stress upon the impotence of luck. We
may call luck by a hundred different names but it is luck nevertheless, and
many a man gets to the top of the tree by sheer luck when his abilities would
keep him sitting on the roots. This does not mean that merit will not tell.
But what about the man who jumps into the forefront of affairs because his
father was a good jumper before him?
Mr. Stockwell’s book is an interesting book and written from a long experi
ence. It will do many people a great deal of good.
A. P. R.

ACCOUNTING BY MACHINE METHODS, by H. G. Schnackel and
Henry C. Lang. The Ronald Press Company, New York. 575 pages.
MODERN OFFICE MACHINERY, by Leonard F. Foster, Gee & Com
pany, London. 177 pages.
Accounting by Machine Methods and Modern Office Machinery differ from
each other in several respects, the differences being more striking than the
similarities. The respective authors have purposes in mind which are re
flected in the scope of the material treated and in the viewpoint of their discus
sion.
Schnackel and Lang have set out to discuss the advantages and practical ap
plications of mechanical equipment in the interpretation of accounting data
only. Machine methods for handling other business information and transac
tions are not considered at length. No specific makes of machines are men
tioned or illustrated in the text, and the figures consist solely of charts, forms,
records and reports prepared by mechanical accounting devices.
Foster, on the other hand, has discussed all the major classes of office ma
chines, with the treatment of accounting equipment comprising only one chap
ter. Specific makes and models of machines are described in detail, and nu
merous pictures of them appear throughout the book. Emphasis is placed
upon the mechanical construction of the equipment, rather than the types of
business records prepared with their aid.
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Accounting by Machine Methods comprises chapters on the various types of
information and administrative functions with which accounting records deal.
The following are typical chapter headings: accounts-receivable systems;
instalment accounting; sales-material control; the payroll and its distribution.
Modern Office Machinery organizes the discussion in terms of the mechanical
process which each class of equipment performs, such as writing, duplicating,
addressing, calculating, accounting, sorting, tabulating and time recording.
Schnackel and Lang have not hesitated to express themselves on matters of
administration, organization, office procedure and general policies of business
administration. In one sense their book may be looked upon as a textbook on
business management, with particular emphasis on the role which mechanical
equipment now plays in this field. Some of the chapters lead far into problems
of departmental administration, particularly those on sales analysis and stock
and material control. The authors appear to assume that readers are already
familiar with the various types of accounting machines, or that they will investi
gate the proper type when the need for mechanical equipment is demonstrated.
Foster, in his work, has concentrated on the mechanical principles of the
machines themselves, rather than the problems of management and the appli
cation of the machines thereto. Some attention is given to the history of the
various makes and models of equipment. He assumes, apparently, that the
machines will be used at the proper time and place, once their mechanical fea
tures and advantages have been explained. His work is essentially a digest
of business machines, with selected illustrations of the more important types.
The scope of the book first mentioned above is affected by the fact that other
American works have served in a general way to describe the types and con
struction of various business machines. Schnackel and Lang emphasize the
administrative rather than the technological advantages of machine methods
in business. Foster has provided a semi-technical treatise on modern office
machinery, describing the special features of numerous makes and models.
C. Rufus Rorem.

BALANCE-SHEET VALUES, by P.D. Leake. Gee&Co., London. 75 pages.
The recent reduction in the size of the paper currency notes symbolizes in a
graphic manner the fact that our money has shrunk in purchasing value. If
the treasury department had made this change ten years ago, it might have been
credited with the idea of bringing home to a much larger class than the incometax payers the lesson that war is very expensive and takes years to pay for,
and that everyone must do some of the paying.
Sir Josiah Stamp has reproached public accountants with holding the key to
much information of cardinal importance in the solution of present-day prob
lems and with not using it themselves or allowing anyone else to use it. It is,
of course, no answer to suggest that the confidential relations of accountants
to their clients makes impossible the use of information regarding economic
phenomena gleaned during the course of practice. Physicians and dentists are
able to epitomize and impersonalize their operations and observations and to
demonstrate resulting theories without offending their patients. The world
needs more men with the training and viewpoint of accountants who will apply
their experience and judgment to national and international financial problems.
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The author of Balance-sheet Values in the early part of the book shows him
self to be thoroughly alive to the wider problems of accountancy contained in
the measurement and recording of national wealth. Mr. Leake discusses the
methods of arriving at book values in commercial businesses, mines and planta
tions; gives a classification of industrial assets and liabilities, and distinguishes
between the natures of annuities and leases.
C. S. Brison.
SOME ASPECTS OF RATIONALIZATION, by Sir Mark Webster Jenk
inson, K.B.E. Gee & Co., London. 36 pages.
The writer, for one, has been somewhat puzzled by the term “rationaliza
tion” which has been projected into business terminology during the past few
years by British and other foreign correspondents in the commercial and finan
cial columns of our newspapers. Reference to standard dictionaries disclosed
that the word had a technical meaning in philosophy, in theology and in math
ematics; and also a popular meaning, “to apply reason to.” The former three
being barred by their technical definitions, I was perforce driven to conclude
that “rationalization” was journalese for something in the way of reconstruc
tion or reorganization with a vague gesture toward imitation of American
methods. However flattering that might be to us, it was difficult to believe
that our British cousins tacitly accepted the logical implication of the popular
definition of the word—i. e., admitted that British methods in business and
production have been irrational. Yet that is exactly what Sir Mark Jenkin
son, in his vigorous pamphlet, Some Aspects of Rationalization, very bluntly,
and one must say courageously, asserts in one of his definitions of rationaliza
tion.
What is rationalization? According to the gospel of Sir Mark,
(1) “Rationalization is the mobilization of the fighting forces of an in
dustry against the attack of the foreign manufacturer. ... It implies
not merely a reconstruction of capital, a reorganization of management, a
re-shuffling of plant, but a revolution in our ideas, in our mentality, in our
outlook on the industrial situation” (p. 5).
(2) “Rationalization is a confession of failure—a recognition of the
fact that the development of industry during the past thirty years has been
conducted on wrong lines” (p. 34).
(3) “Rationalization of industry is the cooperative movement of those
engaged in a particular industry to win back for that industry a paramount
position in the world’s trade, and by goodwill, good work and good brains
success can be attained.”

And inasmuch as Sir Mark frequently points to American methods as object
lessons, we are put upon notice that rationalization is not only a compliment
to us but also a threat: in short, that England proposes to fight American com
mercial aggression with American methods. May the best man win!
“Rationalization” is a good, mouth-filling word, almost as awesome as “the
sound of that blessed word ‘ Mesapotawmia ’ ! ” But why tack a new meaning
on an old word? Have we not such terms as “reorganization,” “reconstruc
tion,” “modernization,” that would express the idea as well? One would
think so, but after reading this pamphlet and considering that no one of these
words will cover all the far-reaching changes that Sir Mark proposes, it is
perhaps necessary to admit that some all-comprehensive word is desirable, and
lexicographers may well add these definitions as technical business terms.
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The rationalization of an industry is to be based on three general principles,
viz:
Merger—“. . . the amalgamation of the kindred businesses carried on by
firms engaged in the same class of trade, grouped according to their geographi
cal situation, and the elimination of inefficient undertakings which, except in
boom periods, can never produce competitively owing to bad layout, uneco
nomic plant, and incompetent management, and whose turnover if added to
that of efficient concerns would enable the production costs of the latter to be
reduced.”
Financing—“ Capital must be provided to erect the best and most completely
equipped works, etc.”
Management—“Men must be found capable of realizing the need for fighting
foreign competition rather than securing a larger proportion of the home trade,
etc.”
Such are the general principles. The rest of the pamphlet (which by the
way is a reprint of a paper read by the author before several bodies of secre
taries, bankers and accountants) is devoted to details, stating expected obsta
cles and making suggestions and recommendations in a broad way. That the
author’s remarks have created a stir in British business circles is sufficiently in
dicated by the fact that the reprint is due to a great demand for copies of the
address, which was intended originally only for private circulation—probably
where it would do the most good.
In view of the O’Fallon decision (which does not decide!) American readers
will be interested in Sir Mark’s ideas on valuation of fixed assets. He says
quite emphatically:
“The idea that the value of the fixed assets is in direct relation to the
original cost as shown by the books, less an arbitrary provision for depreci
ation, is one that is generally although wrongly held.
“The value of the fixed assets is merely the capitalized value of the fu
ture earnings plus the scrap value of the asset.”
Which sounds a bit startling, but since the context seems to show that the
“value ” is that to the combine as a basis for equitable apportionment of owner
ship, we need not too hastily accuse Sir Mark of heresy. Nevertheless, look
ing back upon the notable wrecks of American mergers which were hopefully
based on this capitalized-earnings plan, we may be pardoned for doubting its
wisdom, especially on reading further that goodwill based on the traditional
five-years’ profits is also to be added to the capitalization. Sir Mark’s pro
gramme has its perils. On the other hand the success of our giant corporations,
notably U. S. Steel, shows that it can be done—by showing back earnings until
the “water” has been absorbed, a process hinted at in the author’s suggested
provisions for depreciation reserves.
This brochure is altogether a thought-provoking bit of work for British man
ufacturers and financiers, and American readers may at least be grateful to
Sir Mark for enlightenment on the meaning of rationalization.
W. H. Lawton.

ACCOUNTANTS’ WORKING PAPERS (second edition), by Leslie E.
Palmer and Wm. H. Bell, Ronald Press Co., New York. 319 pages.
It is six years since the original edition of Accountants' Working Papers was
reviewed in this magazine and now, on its fresh appearance, this intellectual
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offspring of the authors’ has followed the example of our feminine offspring,
for it has during the sexennium, if one may coin a word, broadened its outlook,
shortened its skirts, and grown greatly. In other words, it now treats of
several subjects not included in the first edition; it has reduced the size of its
pages from 11" x 8" to 8^" x 6"—both changes adding to the usefulness of
the book and to the convenience of the reader—and devotes additional space
to subjects previously dealt with.
The fact that revised edition is now called for reminds one of the good old
English saying “Good ware makes quick markets,” and I see no reason to
change in any way the opinions printed in August, 1923, nor the concluding
statement that the book “should be in the library of every practising account
ant.” During the past six years the volume has been on my own shelves and
has been consulted by principals and by staff members fully as frequently as
has been the most popular of its companions.
In general, the text and the examples are identical with those formerly is
sued, except that the date of “ 1922 ” used in the original illustrations has been
changed to “1928” in the revision.
The important detail of indexing the papers is treated rather more fully;
several additional pages deaf with the ownership of working papers, and there
are added a couple of plates, illustrating the method of recording the practice
of the client in dealing with receipts, disbursements, etc., and a memorandum
of points arising during the progress of an audit which may require special
attention or comment.
Two valuable additions are found in chapters X and XI, dealing, respec
tively, with “Working papers for the preparation of tax returns” and “Work
ing papers for re-organizations, mergers, consolidations and new financing
plans.”
All accountants who have had occasion to prepare tax appeals in cases where
the original returns were prepared by those who, by reason of death, removal,
or other cause, are not available, will place a high value on chapter X.
The present urge to merge in order to purge and emerge is country-wide,
and the importance of the proper preparation and filing of working sheets in
such cases is obvious, although, alas, the obvious is not always seen until too
late.
The volumes in the original edition contained 193 pages of double-spaced
typewriting; the revised volume contains 313 pages of close printing, or, ap
proximately, twice as much matter as did the original. The greater part of
this addition, some 85 pages, consists of a “complete set of correlated working
papers” and includes working papers as completed at the close of a representa
tive audit and also a draft of the report prepared therefrom.
There can be no doubt of the value of this addition to the student. Is it not
also of value to many practitioners as forming something like a yardstick
against which they can measure their own work from time to time? There is
some truth in the suggestion that such a stick, fashioned by independent out
side practitioners, tends to prevent many—especially those situated far from
the larger business centers—from sinking in a rut which after long use becomes
a grave.
In their new preface the authors show their wisdom by stating that they have
limited the scope of the present work to the limits indicated by the title, that
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is to working papers, and have avoided discussion on theory, on procedure and
on report writing. Most accountants, probably all good accountants, realize
that necessity for setting limits and the great difficulty in observing them when
set. The authors have been successful in their efforts in this direction and,
doubtless intentionally, have not enlarged as fully as might be desirable on
some of the important and basic matters, such as verification of cash and the
much vexed question of inventories.
To explain the abbreviated attire referred to above—it is often difficult to
place a book 11 inches in height on library shelves which are very commonly
only 10 inches apart, and this leads to placing such volumes in some odd corner
or laying them on their sides—in the former case they may be difficult to find
when the searcher is hurried and as for the latter, a working book like a working
man should sit up, or stand up, and not lie down.
The publishers have abandoned the typewriter type, which saves much
space and renders it possible to make the sub-headings stand out far more
clearly.
The authors recommend working sheets 8 1/2" x 14" and they reproduce
these reduced to about 4 1/2 x 6 1/2". As the plates are reproduced in script,
the resulting words and figures—of which there are many—are often so small as
to present difficulties to eyesight which is somewhat dimmed by the study of
figures for a good many years past.
Walter Mucklow.

QUESTIONED DOCUMENTS (second edition), by Albert Osborn.
Any question as to the genuineness of a document, whether written by hand
or typewriter, is of interest to the members of the accounting profession.
In Questioned Documents the author, who has had many years of practical'
experience as an examiner of documents of doubtful authenticity, has covered
the field most thoroughly, not only pointing out specific instances of forgeries
and alterations, but explaining in detail how the deception was discovered.
The author has also treated rather exhaustively the question of handwriting
and also discusses thoroughly the subject of paper and ink, as well as pencil
writings. The chapter on "Order or sequence of writing" and the chapters on.
erasures, additions, interlineations and substitutions are most interesting and
instructive.
Attention is devoted to questioned typewriting, and the chapter on "A dis
puted-document case in court" is a liberal education in the manner of conduct
ing oneself on the witness stand.
While this book has been written largely on individual documents, it will not
be difficult for the accountant to see the application of the principle involved
to books of account.
Lee J. Wolfe.
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